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Overview


The public domain software package called NTP
(Network Time Protocol) is an implementation of the same named
TCP/IP network protocol. NTP has been initiated in the 1980's by
Dave L. Mills
who was trying to achieve a high accuracy time synchronization
for computers across the network. The protocol and related
algorithms have been specified in several
RFCs.
Since then NTP has continuously been optimitzed and is at
present time widely used around the world.
The protocol supports an accuracy of time down to nanoseconds.
However, the maximun achievable accuracy also depends on the
operating system and the network performance.



Currently there are two versions of NTP which can be used intermixed:
NTP v3 is the latest released version which runs very stable
on many operating systems.
NTP v4 has some improvements over NTP v3
and has better support for some operating systems.
Additionally, there's also a simplified version of the protocol
called SNTP (Simple Network Time Protocol). SNTP uses the
same TCP/IP packet structure like NTP but due to the simpler
algorithms, it provides only very reduced precision.
The NTP package contains a background program (daemon or service)
which synchronizes the computer's system time to one or more external
reference time sources which can be either other devices on the network,
or a radio clock which is connected to the computer.



Additionally, the NTP distribution contains programs which can be
used to control or monitor the time synchronization status, and a complete
set of documentation in HTML format.
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Supported Platforms



NTP's native operating system is UNIX.
Today, however, NTP runs with many UNIX-like systems.
NTP v4 has also been ported to Windows and can be used with Windows NT,
Windows 2000 and newer Windows versions up to Windows Vista
and Windows 7.


The standard NTP distribution can not be run with Windows 9x/ME
because there are some kernel features missing which are required for precision time keeping.
For Windows 9x/ME and other platforms which are not supported directly
by the NTP package there are some NTP or SNTP programs available on
the internet.
An overview of available programs can be found on the
NTP support home page.



Nowadays many workstations are shipped with a pre-installed NTP
client, so Meinberg also offers various plug-and-play NTP time servers
called LANTIME NTP time server with different
reference clock options, e.g. built-in
GPS or 
DCF77 PZF receivers. The devices also have a network interface and power supply
included and are assembled in a standalone case and ready to operate.
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Naming Conventions: ntp or xntp




Each NTP source distribution contains the NTP daemon itself, plus
some utility programs. Earlier versions of the NTP distribution
and some of the programs included in the package had names starting
with 
xntp
 (e.g. xntpd) while other utilities in
the same package had names starting with 
ntp

(e.g. ntpq).

Beginning with NTP version 4, the naming conventions were changed
to be more straightforward, so now the name of the NTP distribution
itself and the names of all the programs included start with

ntp
 (e.g. ntpd, ntpq).



Some Unix-like operating systems use a script to start the NTP
daemon at system start-up.
Sometimes the script still has a
name starting with xntp even though the real name of the daemon is ntpd.
This is the case, for example, for
SuSE Linux.
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The Time Synchronization Hierarchy



The NTP daemon can not only adjust its own computer's system time.
Additionally, each daemon can be a client, server, or peer for
other NTP daemons:

	
As client it queries the reference time from one
or more servers.

	
As server it makes its own time available as
reference time for other clients.

	
As peer it compares its system time to other peers
until all the peers finally agree about the "true" time
to synchchronize to.




These features can be used to set up a hierarchical time
synchronization structure.
The hierarchical levels of the time synchronization structure
are called 
stratum
 levels. A smaller stratum
number means a higher level in the hierarchy structure.
On top of the hierarchy there is the daemon which has the most
accurate time and therefore the smallest stratum number.



By default, a daemon's stratum level is always one level
below the level of its reference time source.
The top level daemon often uses a radio clock as reference
time source. By default, radio clocks have a stratum number
of 0, so a daemon who uses that radio clock as reference time will
be a 
stratum 1 time server
, which has the highest
priority level in the NTP hierarchy.
In large networks it is a good practice to install one ore more
stratum 1 time servers which make a reference time available
to several server computers in each department.
Thus the servers in the departments become stratum 2 time servers
which can be used as reference time source for workstations and
other network devices of the department.



Unlike in telecom applications where the word stratum is used
e.g. to classify oscillators according to their absolute accuracy,
the term stratum in the NTP context does not indicate a certain
class of accuracy, it's just an indicator of the hierarchy level.
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Built-In Redundancy



Each NTP daemon can be configured to use several independent reference time sources.
Each reference time source is queried (polled) periodically in certain intervals,
and the time sources are then classified into groups of time sources which agree
about the same time.
This allows a group of "good" time sources (truechimers in NTP terminology)
to overvote a smaller group of "bad" time sources (so called falsetickers).
The so called system peer is then selected from the group of truechimers.


If the time source currently selected as system peer becomes unavailable then a new
system peer is determined based on this selection algorithm.
The stratum level under which a daemon is visible on the network corresponds
to the current system peer's stratum level plus 1.



For details on the selection algorithm see:

https://www.eecis.udel.edu/~mills/ntp/html/prefer.html



For details on the number of time sources to be used see:

http://support.ntp.org/bin/view/Support/SelectingOffsiteNTPServers#Section_5.3.3.
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Configuration



The NTP daemon reads its configuration from a file named
ntp.conf. On UNIX-like systems, this file is
located in the /etc directory by default.

On Windows platforms, if a recent NTP version has been installed using the GUI installer from the
Meinberg NTP download page,
the ntp.conf file is located in an etc\ directory below the NTP program directory, e.g. in c:\Program Files\NTP\etc.



Earlier versions of NTP for Windows assumed the ntp.conf file to be located in either %systemroot% or
%systemroot%\system32\drivers\etc, where
%systemroot% corresponds to c:\winnt or c:\windows
in standard installations.



In most installations the ntp.conf file contains at least
one or more lines starting with the keyword 
server
.
Each of those lines specifies one reference time source which
can be either another computer on the network, or a radio clock
connected to the local computer.



Reference time sources are specified using IP addresses, or
host names which can be resolved by a name server.
If an IP address represents a real node on the network then
the NTP daemon assumes another NTP daemon running on a computer
with that address.
Additionally, NTP uses some pseudo IP addresses to specifiy special
reference time sources.



For example, NTP uses a pseudo IP address
127.127.8.n
 to access a Meinberg radio clock installed
at the local computer. To access its own system clock, also called
the 
local clock
, NTP uses the pseudo IP address
127.127.1.0. This IP address must not be mixed up with 127.0.0.1,
which is the IP of the localhost, i.e. the computer's
loopback interface.



[bookmark: att_md5]

Attention:


Some older versions of NTP have problems with DNS name resolution under
Windows, if the programm package has been compiled with MD5 authentication.
In this case all TCP/IP addresses in the ntp.conf file
must be entered in dotted decimal notation (e.g. 172.16.1.1)
rather than DNS name like host.domain.com.
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Configuration With Meinberg Radio Clock (Unix)



On UNIX-like systems the parse driver is used to read the time from
reference clocks manufactured by Meinberg and connected via a serial port.
The parse driver is part of the NTP package, but must explicitely be activated
when the NTP package is compiled. Most Linux distributions come with a precompiled
NTP package where the parse driver has been enabled. However, NTP packages shipped
with older Solaris version have been built without the parse driver.


There's also a Linux driver for Meinberg PC plug-in cards available on the
Meinberg software download page.
Besides ways to configure and monitor the plug-in cards this driver provides
a software interface which lets NTP's parse driver read the reference time
from a plug-in card rather than via a serial port under Linux.
This driver is not required for devices which are directly connected via a serial port.



The configuration steps described below must be done by a user with sufficient
rights on the system, e.g. root.
The parse driver accesses radio clocks via symbolic links
/dev/refclock-n
, where 
n
 is an index number
in the range 0 through 3 since the parse driver can handle up to four
reference clocks at the same time.



Each symbolic link must point to a physical device which represents
an existing radio clock. In most cases the physical device is a serial
port at which a radio clock has been connected externally.
However, under Linux this link can also point to a device node which
represents a plugin card.



Each of the reference clocks must also be specified in the
ntp.conf file using a 
server
 line with
the pseudo IP address 127.127.8.n
, where

n
 must correspond to the index numbers used
with the symbolic device names /dev/refclock-n

mentioned above.



The pseudo IP address must be followed by a mode m

parameter which specifies the type of radio clock represented
by the device.
The table below lists the mode values which can be used with
Meinberg radio clocks:



	
mode number
	
radio clock
	
trust time

	
mode 0
	Meinberg PZF clock with TCXO	12 hours
	
mode 1
	Meinberg PZF clock with OCXO	4 days
	
mode 2
	Meinberg Standard Time String with 9600, 7E2	30 minutes
	
mode 7
	Meinberg GPS with OCXO, 19200, 8N1	4 days




For example, if a single radio clock is connected to the serial
port /dev/ttyS0 then a symbolic link for the clock must be set up
using the command


ln -s /dev/ttyS0 /dev/refclock-0


If a PC plug-in board with the
Meinberg Linux driver
shall be used as reference time source for NTP, thesymbolic link must
point to the device implemented by that driver:

ln -s /dev/mbgclock0 /dev/refclock-0


Please note: Recent versions of the Meinberg driver package for Linux
create the /dev/refclock-* links automatically using the Linux udev system.
In older versions of the driver package (before 3.0.0) the link had to be
created manually, and the device node to be used for the refclock link was
named /dev/mbgntp. If in doubt please see the README file which comes with
the driver package.


In the next step the file ntp.conf must be edited
to configure the NTP daemon and tell it which reference clocks
to use.
The file should include a server line for the refclock-0
device created above. If the radio clock sends the Meinberg standard
time string at 9600 baud and framing 7E2 then, as can be seen from
the table above, the mode for refclock-0 must be set to 2.
Also, if plug-in card is used under Linux then mode 2 must always
be used:


server 127.127.8.0 mode 2 # standard time string with 9600, 7E2


Additionally, there should be an entry for the local clock which can be
used as a fallback resource if no other time source is available.
Since the local clock is not very accurate, it should be fudged to a
low stratum:

server 127.127.1.0# local clock
fudge 127.127.1.0 stratum 12



Now the NTP daemon must be started (or restarted) to let the changes
take effect. If the daemon has been shipped with the operating system
then it may have support for Meinberg clocks compiled in, or not.



If the
output of the command ntpq -p

lists a clock labeled 
generic
 then everything is fine
and the NTP daemon supports the reference clock.



If the generic clock is not listed in the ntpq output then the NTP package may
have been compiled without support for the parse clocks, or the NTP daemon may
not have permission to access the device. The syslog messages from the NTP daemon
after startup should indicate the real reason for the problem.



The permission denied problem can occur with plug-in cards under recent Linux
distributions which come with AppArmor or SELinux security tools enabled. See
the README file from the Linux driver package for details and how to fix this problem.



If the existing NTP daemon has been built without support for the parse clocks
then the NTP package must be reconfigured and recompliled on the target platform.
This requires a compiler package installed on the target platform, and the source
code of the NTP distribution.



In the example below name is the base name of the NTP source
package which is normally distributed as a file name.tar.gz
which must be uncompressed on the target computer:


tar xvzf name.tar.gz


To compile the package, change into the NTP base directory, and
run configure and make to build the programs. You may use the
following commands:

cd name
./configure --enable-MEINBERG
make


After the build procedure has finished successfully each of the
new programs is available in its own subdirectory which has the
same name as the program itself. Make sure there's no old version of
ntpd or xntpd running, then start the new NTP daemon by entering

ntpd/ntpd


if a ntp-4.* package has been compiled, or

xntpd/xntpd


if a xntp3 package has been compiled.



The command ntpq -p can be used to verify
that the new daemon works correctly. Finally the newly compiled
programs should be copied to the destination directories. The standard
procedure to do that is by simply running the command


make install


However, care must be taken if a version of NTP had been installed
previously. The old versions of the NTP executables should be deleted
or overwritten by the new programs to prevent the NTP daemon from being
loaded instead of the new one when the system starts up the next time.
Also, the new executables must be in the directory where they are expected
by the system startup scripts.


Care must be taken especially if the NTP version changes between v3.x and v4.x
because the naming conventions have changed between those version (e.g xntpd/ntpd).
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Configuration With Meinberg Radio Clock (Windows)

On Windows platforms, NTP does not currently support most
external reference clocks directly. Instead, the
Meinberg driver
can be used together with most internal and external Meinberg
radio clocks to discipline the Windows system time.
The NTP service can then be used to make the disciplined Windows
system time available on the network.

If NTP is installed using the GUI installer from the
Meinberg NTP download page
and the setup program detects the Meinberg driver package which has already
been installed before then the NTP installer suggests to create an appropriate
NTP configuration labelled "Follow Meinberg Time Service".



This configuration should include the following lines:





server 127.127.1.0# local clock
fudge 127.127.1.0 stratum 0 # disciplined by radio clock


Since in this case the Windows system time is disciplined by a
radio clock, Local Clock's stratum should be forced to 0.
The NTP server is then visible as stratum 1 server on the network.


Unlike stated before on this page, the config file should not contain
the line disable ntp since this may be the reason that the time server
is not accepted by its clients.



Also, there should be no driftfile specified, and if a file ntp.drift
already exists on the machine, it should be deleted. Otherwise the NTP service might
try to correct the system clock drift, thus working against the radio clock driver,
resulting in a poor quality of time synchronization.
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Configuration Without Radio Clock

Configuration of computers without external reference clock
is quite simple. For each computer which is to be used as
reference time source, a line must be added to the file
ntp.conf.
Additionally, the computer's local clock can configured to be
used by the NTP service if none of the other time servers on
the network can be reached.
Since the time servers on the network shall be preferred, the
local clock's stratum should be forced to a high number:




server 127.127.1.0# local clock
fudge 127.127.1.0 stratum 12# not disciplined
server ntp_server_1 iburst
server ntp_server_2 iburst
server ...




where ntp_server_1, ntp_server_2, etc. must be the real host
names or IP addresses of existing NTP servers.
The keyword iburst causes quick synchronization at program start.
Older NTP versions do not support iburst.
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Additional Configuration Options



During operation, the NTP daemon computes the drift of the
system clock compared to the reference time. The daemon
can save the drift rate to a file to have it available
at the next restart.
If the daemon shall maintain the drift file to increase
synchronization speed, the location of that file must be
specified by adding a line like

driftfile /etc/ntp.drift


to the ntp.conf file.


Attention: If the NTP service under windows works together with the Meinberg
driver package then a driftfile should not be configured.
See also:
Configuration With Meinberg Radio Clock (Windows).



There are many more options which can be set up using the
configuration file. Please refer to the NTP documentation
for details.
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Checking the NTP Status

The command line utility ntpq can be used to
check the status of a NTP daemon on either the local machine
or on a remote host.


ntpq can be run in an interactive mode or in
batch mode. In batch mode, ntpq executes a command
and returns to the command prompt. The parameter -p
('peers') lets ntpq print the status of a NTP daemon.
Enter


ntpq -p


to display the status of the daemon on the local machine, or

ntpq -p ntp_server


to display the status of the daemon on the remote host

ntp_server
. The command should print a table
with one status line for each reference time source which
has been configured for the NTP daemon on the specified host:

remote		refid	st	t	when	poll	reach	delay	offset	jitter
======================================================================================
LOCAL(0)	.LCL0.	12 	l 	30 	64	377	0.000	 0.000	0.000
*GENERIC(0)	.DCFa.	0	-	24	64	377	0.000	 0.050	0.003
+172.16.3.103	.PPS.	1	u	36	64	377	1.306	-0.019	0.043



The table above shows the output for a NTP daemon which has 3
reference time sources: its own local clock, a DCF77 radio clock
as refclock-0, plus an NTP daemon on the network, with IP address
172.16.3.103.


If the first character of a line is not blank then it contains
a qualifier for the corresponding reference time source.
Immediately after the daemon has been started all qualifiers
are blank. The NTP daemon needs several polling cycles to check
the available time sources and declare one of them as the reference
it synchronizes to.



An asterisk * in the first column marks the reference time source
which is currently preferred by the NTP daemon, the + character marks
high quality candidates for the reference time which could be used if the
currently selected reference time source should become unavailable.




The column remote displays the IP address or the host name
of the reference time source, where LOCAL refers to
the local clock.
The 
refid

shows the type of the reference clock, where e.g.
LOCAL or LCL refers to the local clockagain,
.DCFa. refers to a standard DCF77 time source, and
.PPS. indicates that the reference clock
is disciplined by a hardware pulse-per-second signal.
Other identifiers are possible, depending on the type of the
reference clock.



The column st reflects the stratum number of the
reference time source. In the example above, the local clock has
stratum 12, the remote time server at 172.16.3.103 has
stratum 1 which is the best you can see across the network,
and the local radio clock has stratum 0, so the radio clock
is currently being preferred.



Every time a when count reaches the poll number
in the same line, the NTP daemon queries the time from the
corresponding time source and resets the when count to 0.
The query results of each polling cycle are filtered and used as
a measure for the clock's quality and reachability.



The column reach shows if a reference time source could
be reached at the last polling intervals, i.e. data could be read
from the reference time source, and the reference time source
was synchronized.
The value must be interpreted as an 8 bit shift register whose
contents is for historical reasons displayed as octal values.
If the NTP daemon has just been started, the value is 0.
Each time a query was successful a '1' is shifted in from the right,
so after the daemon has been started the sequence of reach numbers
is 0, 1, 3, 7, 17, 37, 77, 177, 377.
The maximum value 377 means that the eight last queries were
completed successfully.



Queries are considered successful if data can be received from the time source,
and the time source in turn claims to be synchronized to some other timesource.
In case of a hardware reference clock this means, the query is considered as unsuccessful
if the hardware reference clock is not synchronized to its incoming time signal,
e.g. because the clock's antenna has been disconnected, or if no data can be received
e.g. because the serial cable to an external device has been disconnected.


The NTP daemon must have reached a reference time source several
times (reach not 0) before it selects a preferred time source and
puts an asterisk in the first column.



The columns delay, offset and jitter show
some timing values which are derived from the query results.
In some versions of ntpq the last column is
labeled disp (for dispersion) instead of jitter.
All values are in in milliseconds.
The delay value is derived from the roundtrip time of the
queries.
The offset value shows the difference between the reference
time and the system clock.
The jitter value indicates the magnitude of jitter between
several time queries.
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Resources On The Internet



NTP Homepage

The original NTP distribution as source code and a lot of information and additional links
can be found on the NTP home page http://www.ntp.org.
Meinberg NTP Download Page

A precompiled version of NTP for Windows is available at our
NTP download page.
NTP Online Documentation

The complete NTP documentation in HTML format is included
in the distribution archives.

The latest documents can also be viewed online at
the NTP home page http://www.ntp.org.



User contributed documentation, a bug reporting system, mailing lists etc. can be found at the
NTP Public Services Project page at
http://support.ntp.org.




NTP Usenet Discussions

The interesting news article
NTP advice given
from David Dalton discusses many aspects of NTP, especially under HP-UX.
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There is also an internet news group
comp.protocols.time.ntp
where users from all over the world discuss NTP or ask questions
about special configurations.



Older articles on NTP can be retrieved by keyword search from
Google

https://groups.google.com/advanced_group_search.
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RFCs related to NTP and Network Time Synchronization



	
Number
	
Title
	
Author or Ed.

	
RFC-5908
	
Network Time Protocol (NTP) Server Option for DHCPv6
	
R. Gayraud, B. Lourdelet


(June 2010)

	
RFC-5907
	
Definitions of Managed Objects for Network Time Protocol Version 4 (NTPv4)
	
H. Gerstung, C. Elliott, B. Haberman


(June 2010)

	
RFC-5906
	
Network Time Protocol Version 4: Autokey Specification
	
D. Mills


(June 2010)

	
RFC-5905
	
Network Time Protocol Version 4: Protocol and Algorithms Specification

Obsoletes
RFC-1305,
RFC-4330


	
D. Mills


(June 2010)

	
RFC-4330
	
Simple Network Time Protocol (SNTP) Version 4
for IPv4, IPv6 and OSI

Obsoletes
RFC-2030,
RFC-1769


Obsoleted by
RFC-5905


	
D. Mills


(January 2006)

	
RFC-2783
	
Pulse-Per-Second API for UNIX-like Operating Systems,
Version 1.0
	
J. Mogul, D. Mills, J. Brittenson, J. Stone, U. Windl


(March 2000)

	
RFC-2030
	
Simple Network Time Protocol (SNTP) Version 4
for IPv4, IPv6 and OSI

Obsoletes
RFC-1769


Obsoleted by
RFC-4330

	
D. Mills


(October 1996)

	
RFC-1769
	
Simple Network Time Protocol (SNTP)

Obsoletes
RFC-1361


Obsoleted by
RFC-2030

	
D. Mills


(March 1995)

	
RFC-1708
	
NTP PICS PROFORMA - For the Network Time Protocol Version 3
	
D. Gowin


(October 1994)

	
RFC-1589
	
A Kernel Model for Precision Timekeeping
	
D. Mills


(March 1994)

	
RFC-1361
	
Simple Network Time Protocol (SNTP)

Obsoleted by
RFC-1769

	
D. Mills


(August 1992)

	
RFC-1305
	
Network Time Protocol (Version 3) Specification,
Implementation

Obsoletes
RFC-958,
RFC-1059,
RFC-1119


Obsoleted by RFC-5905

	
David L. Mills


(March 1992)

	
RFC-1165
	
Network Time Protocol (NTP) over the
OSI Remote Operations Service
	
J. Crowcroft, J. P. Onions


(June 1990)

	
RFC-1129
	
Internet Time Synchronization: The Network Time Protocol
	
D. L. Mills


(October 1989)

	
RFC-1059
	
Network Time Protocol (version 1) specification
and implementation

Obsoletes
RFC-958


Obsoleted by
RFC-1119,
RFC-1305

	
D. L. Mills


(July 1988)

	
RFC-958
	
Network Time Protocol (NTP)

Obsoleted by
RFC-1059,
RFC-1119,
RFC-1305

	
D. L. Mills


(September 1985)

	
RFC-868
	
Time Protocol
	
J. Postel, K. Harrenstien


(May 1983)

	
RFC-867
	
Daytime Protocol
	
J. Postel


(May 1983)
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									Latest News

									
										
2024-02-27

 Meinberg Security Advisory: [MBGSA-2024.02] LANTIME-Firmware V7.08.009



2024-01-31

 Meinberg Security Advisory: [MBGSA-2024.01] LANTIME-Firmware V7.08.007



2024-01-03

 Announcing the Meinberg ANZ141 - The Ideal High-Contrast Time and Date Display Solution for Industrial Applications



2023-12-22

 Meinberg Joins the OCP Time Appliances Project (OCP-TAP)
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